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This paper is a brief review of recent work carried out by our group [1-3] on
denition and calculation of eective potential in N=1 supersymmetric eld the-
ory. As is well known, many problems of quantum eld theory lead to necessity
of studing of eective action or, in certain cases, eective potential. It is quite
natural to expect that in theories processing some invariance group there should
exist manifestly covariant methods for determing these objects in an explicitly
symmetric form. The most adequate formulation for the N=1 supersymmetric
eld theories is based on the use of the N=1 superspace and corresponding su-
perelds (see for example [4-6]). Any physical quantity of inte- rest arising in
such theories may be described in supereld terms. As to the eective potential
in supersymmetric eld theories, a problem of its calculation was studied by
many authors [7-14] but practically all results have been obtained at the com-
ponent level. The nal form of supereld eective potential was unknown till
nowadays. An essence of problem from our point of view looks like as follows.
In convential eld theory the eective potential is an eective lagrangian eval-
uated at constant values of scalar elds, so its calculated can be implemented
with the help of standard methods [15]. If we try to dene the supereld eec-
tive potential as the supereld eective action at constant chiral and antichiral
scalar superelds we will obtain that the eective action vanishes because of the
known properties of the Berezin integral. Thus we must consider the supereld
eective action for the scalar superelds preserving the arbitrary dependence on
Grassmann coordinates  and

. It means, for calculation of supereld eective
potential it is necessary to use a propagator of the theory in external supereld
nontrivially depending on  and

. It is not clear from the very beginning that
such a propagator can be found in explicit form. As shown in our papers [1, 2, 3]
to calculate the supereld eective potential we should evaluate the supereld





 = 0 where
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 is arbitrary. Thus we have a theory in the external superelds  and

 of above type. In thus case the standard super graph technique which is
2
very convenient for conterterm computations turns out to be badly adapted for
treating the supereld eective potential. The more eÆcient approach should be
developed. We have shown that the problem under consideration can be solved
very eÆcienty in framework of supereld proper time technique. As a result we
have found that the supereld eective potential is determined by three eects:
kahlerian eective potential, chiral eective potential and auxiliary elds eec-
tive potential. The main role for calculation of all these objects plays the super
eld analog of heat kernal which can be solved explicitly for the arbitrary ,


- dependent background superelds. The question about chiral eective poten-
tial is worthly of special discussion. According to nonrenormalization theorem
[5, 6, 16], all loop corrections to the eective action are expressed in terms of in-
tegrals over whole superspace but not over its chiral subspace. It was commonly
believed as a result that the super symmetric eective potential does not get
chiral-line quantum corrections, but it is not time, It was shown by West [17]
that in massless supersymmetric theories can arise contributions to the eective


















and presents a contribution to chiral potential. This observation
was further conrmed in ref [3, 18, 19, 20].
3
2 The structure of eective action for Wess-Zumino
model.
In this section we are going to discuss the general properties of
supereld eective action of the Wess-Zumino (WZ) model. Its
































 = 0 (4)
i.e this is theory of chiral supereld.
The eective action of WZ model  [;

] has the common
denition as the Legendre transform of the generating functional for connected

































































































 = 0: (7)





















































































































is a very diÆcult problem due to very complicated structure
of G
( )






















































































































For calculation of G
( )
v







































































































L is eective super lagrangian
L = K(;















































K is the kahlerian eective potential (depending only on elds but not of their
derivatives). F is the auxiliary elds potential (it is at least of third order




is the chiral eective potential (one-loop
chiral contributi on is equal to zero but higher corrections exist). The eective







 = 0 (20)
To calculate K and F it is suÆcient to evaluate the eective ac tion for super-
eld satisfying eq.(20). As to L
c
, we can calculate

	-independent part of G
( )
v









































To calculate one-loop eective potential we must calculate the heat kernel U
( )
v




















































We will represent 
( js) in the form





























































CC. Since we are
interested to calculate the trace of U
( )
v

























due to famous properties of trace and covariant derivatives. To solve the system






C is a very complicated task, but for
calculating kahlerian potenti al (when  and

 are constant) the system is














































































(We must use regularization by means of the proper-time cuto be cause we
have singularity at lower limit). Using famous properties of delta-function and
kernel U (x; x
0











































(m + )(m + 
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)[ln






As to auxiliary elds' potential, it does not contain divergences, but its explicit




(s), and we can only to develop procedure for perturbative determining F
(1)
(we ha ve not yet succeeded in bringing result for auxiliary elds' pot ential in

































where  is a nite constant, dened in [1].
8
4 Two-loop approximation
Calculation of two-loop chiral and kahlerian eective potential is based on prop-
erties of Green function (12),(14), (21) and presents no diÆculties. For calcu-
lating two-loop chiral eective potential we must use (14) and (21) and will get
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It follows from (5), (8), (33) that the two-loop contribution to  [;

] depending
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3
(x; ) (40)















































As for two-loop kahlerian potential, we can calculate G
( )


































 , dots means all terms which give no contribution to K
(2)
. From
8 we can conclude that K
(2)
















































































































































































+ (2))   b] (48)
where b is nite part of two-loop counterterm. It will be determined by renor-
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